Who?
Traffic Sign Designers and Sign Manufacturers

What?
Software for the design of road signs

Why?
The most flexible system for drawing signs to the traffic signs regulations

WHO IS KEYSIGN FOR?
KeySIGN is made for traffic sign designers and sign manufacturers.

WHAT IS KEYSIGN?
KeySIGN is an AutoCAD add-on that enables you to create road signs quickly and easily in a simple-to-learn design suite. Sign structures can be created in 3D, for placement onto 3D surfaces, visualisation and to assist with BIM clash detection.
WHY CHOOSE KEYSIGN?

KeySIGN is the most flexible system for drawing signs to the Traffic Signs Regulations and has Chapter 7 guidance built in.

Using fully compliant transport fonts and symbols your designs will automatically be drawn to industry standards meaning your drawings are always compliant.

The layouts can be fine tuned to ensure they are both readable and aesthetically pleasing.

3D sign structures can be created directly from KeySIGN designs which have been fully validated in KeyPOST.

KEYSIGN AT A GLANCE

- Create road sign designs quickly and easily
- Includes all the correct fonts, symbols and sign types
- Facilitates the manufacturing process of road signs
- Create map type layouts for any junction arrangement
- Add BIM data to to provide rich data models for analysis in Navisworks
- Keysoft Solutions’ support services include training, user group meetings and upgrades to keep you up to date with standards and legislation

“KeySIGN offers the complete package, by encompassing automatic sign routines, and being able to build complex map type layouts.”

Chris Gildea
CKG Consultancy Limited
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